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Abstract:  In general, in vitro-matured oocytes and
commercially available frozen semen are used for
bovine intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), unlike
ICSI in humans and experimental animals, which uses in
vivo-matured oocytes and fresh semen.  Bovine ICSI is
also characterized by difficulties in pronuclear formation.
Therefore, increasing in vitro development of produced
ICSI embryos is considered to necessitate use of an
artificial activation treatment after injection of motile
sperm.  However, because parthenogenetic embryos
are found amongst produced ICSI embryos, i t  is
necessary to establish a bovine ICSI protocol that leads
to normal karyomorphism.
Key words:  Intracytoplasmic sperm injection, In vitro-
matured oocytes, Frozen semen, Artificial activation

Introduction

Ever since establishment of the Honolulu method [1,
2], intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) has been
shown to be practical in several animal species [3].  In
general, the serial ICSI procedure of mechanical
stimulus with an injection pipette, puncture of the
oolemma, and injection of a spermatozoon results in
oocyte activation and subsequent development at a
high ratio.  However, bovine in vitro-matured oocytes
are not completely activated by the ICSI procedure such
that additional activation by chemical or other stimuli is
required [4�6]; however, even after inducement of
artificial activation, incompletely decondensed sperm
and asynchronized pronuclei are observed [7, 8].

In v ivo  matured oocytes and fresh semen are
commonly used in most mammalian species, unlike

bovine ICSI, which is nearly always characterized by the
use of in vitro-matured oocytes and commercial frozen
semen.  This is perhaps the limiting factor for the
especially low developmental potential of bovine ICSI
embryos.  When cooled or frozen-thawed human sperm
are used in ICSI, developmental potential of the
resultant embryos is lower than in embryos with fresh
sperm [9].  In fact, the activation of in vitro-matured
human oocytes after ICSI is also significantly lower than
those matured in vivo [10].  And, even in relatively easy
porcine ICSI, embryos obtained from frozen sperm and
in vitro maturation (IVM) oocytes also confirmed the
failure of male pronucleus formation [11].  The failure of
pronuclear formation commonly found in the bovine is
not specif ic to ICSI, as i t  also occurs in in vi tro
fertilization (IVF) [12, 13].  Therefore, we reviewed
various factors herein that improve the productivity of
bovine ICSI when using IVM oocytes and frozen semen.

Effects of IVM Oocyte Conditions for ICSI

Collection of cumulus oocytes complexes (COCs)
Larger numbers of oocytes with multiple cumulus

layers can be obtained when COCs are collected from
the ovaries of slaughtered bovine by the cutting method
[14] and from in vivo ovaries by the transvaginal ovum
pick-up method using various suct ion tools and
pressures [15].  These methods also increase the
subsequent maturat ion rate and developmental
competence of the oocytes.  However, IVM oocytes are
more easily damaged by in vitro manipulation than in
vivo-matured oocytes [16, 17].  Insufficient in vitro
maturation conditions lead to a decrease in inositol
1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and glutathione stored via
cumulus cells such that a possibility exists that this
adversely affects oocyte activation and male pronucleus
formation [12, 18].
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Countermeasures against the special measures law
concerning bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE)

When follicular oocytes collected from slaughtered
bovine ovaries are used experimentally, it is known that
the storage temperature for ovaries and storage period
until COCs are suctioned from the ovaries affect the
viability of COCs [19].  For example, the frequency of
oocytes with heterogeneous cytoplasts and an uneven
distribution of lipids during maturation culture increases
when ovaries and COCs are preserved at room
temperature for extended periods [20].  The productivity
of the resulting blastocysts also decrease if oocytes that
have been kept for extended periods of time are used
for IVF or as recipient cytoplast for nucleus transfer [21].
Recent ly,  due to the law for  prevent ion of BSE
transmission,  modi f icat ions were necessary to
procedures for collecting of ovaries using in vitro
production (IVP) systems.  Due to a change in the
storage conditions for COCs to comply with the law, it is
now possible to quickly collect COCs from ovaries at
slaughterhouses, and this allows for maturation culture
during storage.  These modifications have realized
viability equivalent to that of the present conventional
IVP systems [20].

Relationship between maturation time and activation
rate of oocytes

Most oocytes from bovine ovarian foll icles with
d iamete rs  o f  2�8  mm p rogress  to  the  second
metaphase stage 16 h after in vitro maturation culture
[22].  However, these oocytes are not effectively
activated by artificial stimulation [23�25].  As in vitro
matura t ion causes d is turbances in  the nuc le i ,
cytoplasm, and cumulus cell maturation that would
normally occur simultaneously in vivo [26, 27], this
leads to a lag in cytoplasmic maturation that may cause
a low response to artificial activation.  On the other
hand, oocytes 28 h after maturation culture are easily
activated, although the developmental competence of
the obtained embryos is low [28].  Hence, a period of
24�27 h after maturation culture is probably the
optimum activat ion t iming of non-aged oocytes.
Essent ia l ly,  extended t ime after in v i t ro  oocyte
maturation adversely affects pronuclear formation and
subsequent embryo developmental competence of IVF
and ICSI embryos [10, 28].  Therefore, advancement of
bovine ICSI requires the following improvements: (1) an
activat ion method for oocytes immediately after
maturation and (2) in vitro maturation of oocytes with
synchronized nuclei and cytoplast maturation.

Effects of Injected Sperm on 
Pronuclear Formation

Selection of injected sperm
Following the production of the first ICSI-derived

calves by Goto et al. [4], further use of immobilized
sperm for ICSI has been reported, such as sexed sperm
heads [29], dead sperm [4], and freeze-dried sperm
[30].  In humans and mice, however, sperm immotility
and time-dependence after sperm immobilization
treatment leads to an increase in DNA fragmentation of
the sperm head [31], lower chromosomal normality, and
decreased developmental competence in ICSI embryos
[32, 33].  Moreover, the developmental competence of
ICSI bovine embryos using motile sperm is higher than
that of dead sperm.  Additional artificial activation also
increased developmental competence of ICSI embryos
in many reports [4�6, 34].  A protocol involving motile
sperm injection followed by oocyte activation should
therefore improve the productivity of bovine ICSI.

Correspondence with male pronuclear formation
It is known that delayed male pronuclear formation

and asynchronous pronuclei occur in bovine ICSI
oocytes at a high frequency even in artificial activation-
induced oocytes [7].  Accordingly, improvement of male
pronuclear formation after ICSI is considered to be a
key factor for increasing the productivity of bovine ICSI
us ing f rozen- thawed semen.   In  general ,  male
pronucleus formation is not required for new protein
synthesis in the bovine zygote [26]; therefore, two
strategies can be considered for increasing male
pronuclear formation.  Namely, one dependent on the
intrinsic factors of sperm and the other is dependent on
artificially assisting pronuclear formation.  Both are
described below.

Wei and Fukui [35] promoted bovine ICSI using lower
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) concentrations in the
medium such that the sperm head would be more
readily modified into oocyte cytoplasm.  As a result,
ICSI embryos were found to have a high frequency of
male pronuclear formation, reaching the blastocyst
stage without exogenous oocyte activation.  We also
know that in ject ion of a f resh human or equine
spermatozoon [9, 36] and injection of a sperm factor
into the cytoplasmic extracts of fresh semen [37, 38]
lead to bovine oocyte activation and normal pronuclear
formation at a high frequency without artificial activation
[34].  Furthermore, use of tail score [39], swim-up [36],
and Percoll density gradient [40] to select frozen bovine
sperm with high motility results in normal pronuclear
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format ion at  a h igh f requency wi thout  ar t i f ic ia l
activation, which suggests male pronuclear formation
can be improved by evaluating the quality of injected
sperm.

On the other hand, stores of glutathione in oocytes are
necessary for the reduction of disulfide bonds in sperm
nuclei and male pronuclear formation.  The amount of
stored glutathione in the cytoplasm, however, was low in
oocytes that underwent in vitro maturation in unsuitable
culture conditions [18], i.e., depletion of glutathione in
the oocytes blocks decondensat ion of the male
pronucleus during fertilization [13, 41].  Dithiothreitol
(DTT) is an agent that promotes decondensation of
sperm nuclei and assists pronuclear formation in
glutathione-dependent oocytes.  The efficiency of male
pronuclear formation of bovine ICSI oocytes and
subsequent embryo development improves when sperm
is treated with DTT before ICSI [40, 42].

Effects of Artificial Activation on ICSI Embryos

Artificial activation agents for ICSI oocytes
Calcium ionophore A23187 [4, 24], ethanol [3, 7, 29],

electric stimulus [43], ionomycin (IA) [8, 40, 42, 44], and
IP3 [45, 46] have been used to induce activation of in
vitro-matured bovine oocytes.  In actuality, a multiple
activation method is needed to induce activation of
oocytes 24�27 h after maturation culture [47] because a
single artificial stimulation is not sufficient to inactivate
maturation promoting factors in the oocytes [48].  One
such activation treatment is the combination of IA and
dimethylaminopurine (DMAP), which increases the
cleavage and blastocyst rates of bovine ICSI embryos
[8, 30, 42, 44].

If activation is induced in bovine oocytes at the second
metaphase stage, the karyomorphology of the activated
nuclei is dependent on the type of activation treatment
[34].  In brief, activation by ethanol, IP3, or sperm
extracts leads to haploid female pronucleus formation
with 2nd polar body extrusion occurring as normal
pronuclear formation.  On the other hand, activation by
IA or electrical stimuli tends to inhibit the release of the
2nd polar body.  Of particular interest is the use of
DMAP culture, which results in increased activation of
oocytes without 2nd polar body extrusion [34].

Developmental ability of ICSI embryos induced with
artificial activation

Here, IVF and ICSI were performed using sperm
suspensions derived from frozen/thawed semen of
progeny-tested supersires.  The karyomorphology of

ICSI embryos 18 h after activation is shown in Fig. 1,
while Fig. 2 shows in vitro development.  The rate of
normal nuclei in IVF embryos was 49% and that for in
vitro development to the blastocyst stage was 15%.  In
contrast, the rates for ICSI embryos activated with IP3
were 64% and 30%, respectively, significantly higher
rates than those of IVF (P<0.05) embryos and non-
activated ICSI embryos (P<0.01).  ICSI embryos
activated by IP3 and cultured for 7 d led to the birth of a
normal offspring after transfer to a surrogate recipient
[34].  These results suggest IP3 is a feasible activation
treatment for ICSI oocytes.

The normality of ICSI embryos activated using IA
treatment followed by DMAP treatment was confirmed
by chromosomal [42] and PCR [44] tests.  However, the
results showed that these blastocysts contained
parthenogenetic embryos.  Also, in our previous study
[34], a high frequency of polar body extrusion inhibition
and abnormal karyomorphism was observed in ICSI
embryos treated with IA and then DMAP.  Oikawa et al.
[49] demonstrated that ful l - term development of
blastocysts obtained from IA + DMAP-treated ICSI
embryos was extremely low, suggesting that a high
proportion of the blastocysts produced using this
method are parthenogenetic embryos.

To become a practical method for producing offspring,
the number of parthenogenetic embryos should be
minimized.  Rho et al. [42] reported a reduction in ICSI
embryos with chromosomal abnormalities using a 3-h
in terva l  be tween oocyte  ac t iva t ion and DMAP
treatment, i.e., the 2nd polar body of the ICSI embryo
could be extruded using this interval.  Unlike DMAP,
cycloheximide does not block either extrusion of the 2nd
polar body or male pronuclear formation [44, 50].  A
cycloheximide treatment may therefore be more
effective [40], although further investigation is required
to confirm the significance of these findings.

On the other hand, Horiuchi and Numabe [3] found
that about 60% of ICSI embryos injected with motile
sperm extruded a 2nd polar body 4 h after ICSI.  When
these embryos were selected and then activated
artificially, they not only developed into blastocysts in
vitro at a high frequency, but offspring were produced
from them with a high pregnancy rate [49].  This method
is therefore considered to be a feasible way to gather
normal fertilized embryos with high viability from ICSI
embryos at an early stage of fertilization.

Utility of ICSI for Practical Field Applications

Although bovine ICSI, as an assisted reproductive
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technology, expands the possibilities for the cattle
industry, in vitro development to the blastocyst stage of
ICSI embryos (20�30%) is still lower compared to the
usual results from IVF [40].  However, bovine embryo
production based on conventional IVF systems [51] is
known to be heavily influenced by individual differences in
bull semen [52], and thus use of IVF with commercial
frozen semen does not produce acceptable results (Table
1).  This makes IVF the bottleneck for producing embryos
in IVP systems for practical field applications.  Bovine ICSI
can bypass critical in vitro fertilization events including
acrosome reaction, capacitation, and penetration of the
zona pellucida, and it may very well overcome problems
due to bull variations in bovine IVF, such as sperm motility,
sperm concentration, and sensitivity to capacitation
agents.  Horiuchi and Numabe [3] point toward the
benefits of bovine ICSI in producing embryos using
different types of valuable semen that have an insufficient
sperm concentration to adjust to conventional IVF
conditions.  Here, valuable frozen semen was used for
embryo production, and subsequent in vitro development
of the ICSI embryos was higher than that using

conventional IVF, indicating that ICSI can improve in vitro
productivity of bovine embryo production in field trials.

Fig. 1. Karyomorphism of bovine ICSI embryos activated by various
methods.  The closed, gray, and open bars, respectively, indicate the
frequency of embryos with 1st and 2nd polar bodies and normal
pronuclei consisting of a pair of male and female pronuclei (NP); the
frequency of abnormal pronuclei, not including category NP but
including, for example, embryos without 2nd PB extrusion, embryos
with a condensed sperm head, and embryos with multiple female
pronuclei (AbP); and the frequency of non-activated nuclei without
any pronuclei in the embryos (NA).  Values in parentheses indicate the
numbers of embryos examined.  Values inside the bar graphs indicate
the percentages of the number of embryos used.  Values in parentheses
with different superscripts are significantly different (P<0.01).

Fig. 2. In vitro development of ICSI embryos without
activation (open bar) ICSI+IP3 injected embryos (grey
bar), and conventional IVF embryos (solid bar).
Development to the blastocyst stage (P<0.05) and to
transferable embryos (P<0.01) of ICSI+IP3 was
significantly different from the other two groups.
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Conclusions

ICSI could clearly improve the system of in vitro
production of bovine embryos.  The developmental
competence of bovine ICSI embryos is affected by
oocytes under in vitro-matured conditions, sperm
motility, and additional artificial stimulation for oocyte
activation.  However, use of artificial activation, which is
useful for effectively producing ICSI embryos, also has
a drawback of producing parthenogenetic embryos.
This therefore requires the establishment of ICSI
conditions that enable formation of male/female haploid
pronuclei at a high frequency.
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